
Robert Smith
Social Media Editor

Phone  (123) 456 78 99
Email: info@qwikresume.com

Website : www.qwikresume.com
LinkedIn: linkedin.com/qwikresume

Address: 1737 Marshville Road, Alabama

SUMMARY

Seeking a Social Media Editor position, responsible for Helping lead social media strategy 
development, planning, and execution, working closely with other social media editorial leaders to
ensure its effectiveness and adoption Manage team members to help hit goals.

SKILLS

Microsoft Office Suite, Adobe Suite, WordPress, Social Media Marketing, Editing, Publishing, 
Blogging.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Social Media Editor
ABC Corporation  June 2016 – December 2016 
 Developed a strong following on Facebook and Twitter.
 Strategically managed Rebels various social pages employed new strategies to increase 

engagement with a focus on Facebook growth and gathered.
 Developed and edited consistent, relevant content for over a dozen clients.
 Managed all social media customer care for multiple businesses.
 Tracked competitive landscape to identify trends and opportunities within the space
 Operated the Facebook/Twitter/Tumblr accounts for The Social News Network o Posting 

newsworthy stories, providing related commentary, and interacting.
 Improved traffic and readership for papers Twitter and Facebook pages Monitoring and 

updating social media sites Creating an avenue for readers.

Social Media Editor
Delta Corporation  2015 – 2016 
 Target potential program candidates in social media Maintain relevant news on international 

higher education and the GHE program on both GHEs.
 Maintained the campus newspapers website and various social networks Coordinated the 

multimedia and blogging staffs production of videos and daily.
 Design the newspapers social media pages and update as needed.
 Grow the newspapers social media presence by engaging audience with daily posts and 

photos.
 Targeting potential program candidates on social media platforms like Facebook, Twitter, 

Instagram, and Chinese Weibo.
 Promoting Global Higher Education program and maintaining relevant news on international 

higher education on social media platforms.
 Created social media strategy, directly engaged with audience, tracked and analyzed 

extensive analytics and worked as part of the editorial team to .

EDUCATION

GED
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